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Summary

Abstra t
This paper presents a new style of fun tional programming.
The prevalent style is to de ne an algebrai datatype by
its onstru tors, and fun tions on it by pattern mat hing.
Programming with prototypes, on the other hand, is one of
the prevalent styles of obje t-oriented programming . We
fuse these two approa hes to strive for the best of both.
We propose a new fun tional language design for algebrai
data types. Our proposal repla es the prevalent onstru torbased de nitional system by a prototype-based one. This is
done in a way that does not a e t one of the main strengths
of fun tional programming: the use of higher-order fun tions
de ned by pattern mat hing on algebrai data types.

1 Introdu tion
This paper presents a new style of fun tional programming.
The prevalent style is to de ne an algebrai datatype by
its onstru tors, and fun tions on it by pattern mat hing.
Programming with prototypes, on the other hand, is one of
the prevalent styles of obje t-oriented programming (Abadi
and Cardelli 1996 provides a lu id and omprehensive exposition).
We fuse these two approa hes to strive for the best of
both. Prin ipal advantages of obje t-oriented programming
are that ode an be reused through inheritan e, and that
methods (i.e. fun tions from the point of view of fun tional
programming) an operate polymorphi ally on related types
of data by subtyping and subsumption. Furthermore, methods an be made resilient with respe t to hanges in the
stru ture of data in a way fun tional programming has not
been able to mat h so far.
Our ontention is that this relative de ien y of fun tional programming an be remedied without going the full
way into the obje t-oriented realm. We propose an alternative fun tional language design for algebrai data types
instead. Our proposal repla es the prevalent onstru torbased de nitional system by a prototype-based one. This is
done in a way that does not a e t one of the main strengths
of fun tional programming: the use of higher-order fun tions
de ned by pattern mat hing on algebrai data types.
The hara teristi property of our system is that a data
type an be extended by extending its de ning prototypes
so that the fun tions de ned on this data type work without
hanges. The prototypes an be extended by new elds and
subprototypes, whi h orrespond to sub lasses in lass-based
obje t oriented languages.

The diÆ ulties in extending data and operations on it
are well known (e.g. Cook 1990, Krishnamurti et al. 1998).
Obje t-oriented languages allow modular extension of a data
type by new variants, but not modular addition of new
methods. To do this, one must modify existing lasses.
Fun tional languages allow modular addition of new fun tions, but not of variants to a data type. Krishnamurti et
al. (1998) show how to a hieve both goals at the same time,
but at the pri e of introdu ing ode that is extraneous to the
data types and methods, and a new programming pattern.
Our proposal, on the other hand, does not use any extraneous ode. Due to this onstraint, our solution is only
a partial one. It solves the problem of extending data in a
restri ted way so that the fun tions remain resilient, and of
de ning new fun tions on the data. The restri tion on data
extension is that new variants annot be added to a data
type without hanging fun tions on the data type. But existing variants an be extended by new data omponents
and new subprototypes.
This new programming style is not an obje t-oriented
one, be ause it la ks the notions of self, methods, and late
binding. These are an orthogonal issue and ould be added
as in Obje tive Caml (Leroy et al. 1999), for instan e. We
want to study the use of prototypes for de ning data in
fun tional programming. This is be ause we want to isolate
a entral feature of the obje t-oriented paradigm and show
that its use arries over to the fun tional paradigm. The
use of self and methods introdu es a very powerful form of
re ursion, and makes the type system of a language onsiderably more ompli ated. We want to present a style of
fun tional programming that need not take this ompli ation into a ount. Therefore we do not have methods at all,
only fun tions that operate on data de ned by prototypes
and subtyping.
Our language design an be seen as based on re ords just
as well as prototypes, be ause we don't use the notions of
self and dynami dispat h. This pla es our design learly
in the realm of fun tional rather than obje t-oriented programming. However, we use re ords in a way that appears
to be novel.
This approa h is realised in the persistent fun tional programming language Shines presently developed in the joint
HiPro proje t between Nokia Networks and Helsinki University of Te hnology. Shines is still under onstru tion, but
its ompiler is already ompletely written in Shines itself.
It runs on the persistent fun tional data manager Shades
(Oksanen 2000). The language is intended for robust larges ale industrial appli ations, overing at least database pro-

gramming and fault-tolerant, real-time systems. Ordinary
fun tional languages are not adequate for them.
Our approa h has been extensively tested in pra ti e in
oding the Shines ompiler. It has been in rementally extended by new phases, su h as optimization. The prototypes that de ne the algebrai data types of the ompiler
have been rede ned upon ea h extension, adding new elds.
Still, hardly any modi ations have been needed in the existing fun tions that operate on those types.
Shines has stri t evaluation, be ause this is di tated
by the fun tional data management of Shades. Presently
known eÆ ient implementations of lazy fun tional languages
are heavily non-fun tional, using te hniques su h as graph
rewriting. The new fun tional programming style des ribed
in this paper has evolved in the design and implementation
pro ess of the Shines language.
Related to Shines in intended appli ations is the language Erlang developed at Eri sson, but it has a di erent
programming style, deriving fundamentally from Prolog. It
diverges somewhat from the prevalent style of fun tional
programming, and also arries heavy in uen es from evolving in an untyped world.
A data manager Mnesia is implemented on top of Erlang,
whi h osts onsiderably in eÆ ien y. EÆ ien y has been
perhaps the dominant bottlene k preventing the spread of
fun tional programming into industry. Shades, in ontrast,
fun tions as the runtime of Shines, so the overall ar hite ture has two layers instead of three in Erlang / Mnesia. The
eÆ ien y of Shines / Shades has proved suÆ ient for demanding real-time industrial appli ations (Oksanen 2000).
We present a type system with top-level polymorphism
and type inferen e a la Hindley-Milner, in the tradition of
ML. Extensions to it for higher-order and dependent types
for e.g. database appli ations are work in progress. We
apply Nordlander's (1998, 1999) algorithm for polymorphi
subtype inferen e to our system. Nordlander's language design for O'Haskell is the work that relates most losely to
ours. In our design as well as his, subtyping is name-based
rather than stru tural. This is ommon in obje t-oriented
programming languages (e.g. Java), although resear h has
fo used on stru tural subtyping.
Due to the similarities between Nordlander's system and
ours, his polymorphi subtype inferen e algorithm applies
dire tly to our system. Its main hara teristi is that it
never yields a type with subtype onstraints, whi h is in ontrast to other algorithms. We have found it pragmati ally
very useful due to this. Theoreti al study has fo used on
algorithms that nd the most general possible type, whi h
typi ally ontains subtype onstraints. This generality, however, makes these algorithms pragmati ally unappealing, beause the user annot easily deal with the typi ally overwhelming amount of onstraints returned. Nordlander's algorithm is in omplete, i.e. it is not always able to infer a
type at all. But these o asions are very rare | usually the
type inferen e works just as well as ordinary Hindley-Milner
type inferen e, whi h it onservatively extends. On the rare
o asions when the algorithm is not able to infer a type, or
the type is not as general as intended by the programmer,
he an guide the algorithm by a type annotation.
Our prototype (or re ord) extension me hanism appears
to be new. It de nes subtyping by multiple inheritan e in
obje t-oriented terms, but also in a way that is onditioned
by subtyping. This seems to give a new language design and
re ord al ulus for multiple inheritan e.
The plan of this paper is as follows. We rst des ribe

the standard way of de ning algebrai data types (Se tion
2). Then we present our proposal in terms of prototypes
(Se tion 3). Se tion 4 des ribes a te hnique for de ning
fun tions by pattern mat hing on our algebrai data types,
whi h ombines pattern mat hing with subtyping in a novel
way. New values are generated from prototypes by loning,
as in prototype-based obje t-oriented languages (Se tion 5).
Se tion 6 shows how multiple inheritan e is used for the
in remental de nition of data types. A fairly substantial
programming example is presented in Se tion 7. Se tion 8
presents the formal rules underlying our proposed language
design, and Se tion 9 on ludes and dis usses related work.

2 Algebrai data types de ned by onstru tors
Our presentation pro eeds in terms of the running example
of the algebrai data type of binary trees. The standard way
of de ning them is by the onstru tors Nil and Bran h, in
Haskell notation
data Tree t = Nil | Bran h t (Tree t) (Tree t)

Now suppose we have de ned a fun tion by pattern
mat hing over the onstru tors of Tree, for ounting the
inner nodes of a tree.
ount Nil = 0
ount (Bran h a t1 t2) =
1 + ( ount t1) + ( ount t2)

In everyday programming pra ti e, the need
arises to hange the de nition of an algebrai
Thus we might want to add an additional pie
mation of type t to ea h inner node of a tree.
rede ne trees as

frequently
data type.
e of inforWe would

data Tree t = Nil |
Bran h t t (Tree t) (Tree t)

Noti e that this de nitional system for es modifying the
whole de nition of Tree, be ause a Bran h has no independent de nitional status. A fa ility for lo al modi ations of
onstru tors would be desirable for enhan ing modularity.
Our proposal will address this issue.
This rede nition of Bran h is a minimal hange, but it
has onsequen es for all fun tions that operate on binary
trees. The Bran h ase of ea h su h fun tion must be reoded. In the ase of ount, the ode must be modi ed
to
ount Nil = 0
ount (Bran h a b t1 t2) =
1 + ( ount t1) + ( ount t2)

It is a nuisan e to re ode fun tions upon rede ning algebrai data types that they operate on, when the rede nitions
have no semanti bearing on the fun tions. This is semantially super uous manipulation of syntax, for ed by the way
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algebrai data types are represented in standard fun tional
languages. The main reason is that the omponents of a
onstru ted value are identi ed by absolute position rather
than by name.
Obje t-oriented programmers are used to avoiding this
nuisan e by obje t abstra tion. But this way of avoiding
the problem is trivial in the absen e of algebrai data types
with pattern mat hing. It is not a unique property of the
obje t-oriented paradigm, but an be a hieved just as well
by means of abstra t data types in the fun tional paradigm.
Still, algebrai data types make the maintenan e and
evolution of fun tional ode tedious and error-prone. The
obje t-oriented paradigm has been so su essful in part beause of the resilien e of ode in the fa e of su h hanges in
data. Do the obje t-oriented ideas arry over to the fun tional paradigm? Here is our proposal for a hieving this.

Nil(A) <: Tree(A)
Bran h(A) <: Tree(A)

be ome de lared.
Letting data type onstru tors be subtype-related separate de nitions opens up a modularity boundary within data
types, whi h allows important opportunities for extending
the data type.
Prototype extension uses overriding. If two elds have
the same name in an extended prototype, say l := A and l
:= B, then l := B overrides l := A if B <: A. (Here A and
B are names of prototypes as well as the respe tive types.)
That is, we hoose the smaller of the alternative types of
name- on i ting elds with no regard for their order of o urren e. If neither A <: B nor B <: A holds, an error
results. This rule is also used to resolve eld name on i ts
in multiple inheritan e. Se tion 6 dis usses the issue further
and justi es the rule.
A prototype must be de ned before its use in other prototype de nitions. This ondition rules out y li systems
of prototype de nitions.
The di eren e of our proposal to standard a ounts of
fun tional programming languages is the use of re ords, with
inheritan e and subtyping, instead of variants to de ne algebrai data types. One an even use multiple inheritan e
(Se tion 6). Our system for re ords and subtyping on them
is very similar to that of Nordlander (1998, 1999) ex ept that
the rules for re ord extension and on atenation di er. Another di eren e is in fun tions on re ords. We de ne them
by name-based mat hing, whi h is essential for the kind of
resilien e of fun tions with respe t to data type extension
that we propose.
Due to multiple inheritan e and subtyping, our system
provides a more general form of de nition of algebrai data
types than the standard one based on onstru tors.
Haskell allows de ning data types with eld labels (Report on the Programming Language Haskell 98, se tion
3.15), whi h are related to our present proposal. However,
Haskell takes the onstru tor-based approa h to algebrai
data types as primitive, and the one with eld-labels is translated ba k to it. We do not need onstru tors, Haskell-like
data types or variant types at all. Instead, we take re ord
types as primitive, and build prototypes with de lared subtyping on their basis. The main di eren e is that Haskell
re ords do not enjoy subtyping. Re ords in O'Haskell (Nordlander 1998, 1999) do.
A further di eren e to Haskell's data types with eld
labels is their la k of default values. Our prototype elds
have them | it is in the nature of prototypes. This makes
the use of data types with eld labels onsiderably more
natural. For instan e, Haskell assigns the unde ned value
if no other value is determined. Our approa h never leads
to this semanti ally poorly motivated situation. To take
an example from the Haskell report, given the data type
de nition

3 Extensible algebrai data types through prototypes
Instead of de ning a data type by its onstru tors, onsider
de ning it by prototypes. For example, our original binary
tree type (Tree t) is de ned in Shines as follows.
Tree(A)
:= <>;
Nil(A)
:= EXTEND Tree(A);
Bran h(A) := EXTEND Tree(A) WITH
<key := A, left := Tree(A), right := Tree(A)>;

Here A is a type variable that serves the purpose of t
in the Haskell version. Three prototypes are de ned in an
order of inheritan e, using re ords of the form < ..., l :=
A, ... >. In this form, l is a eld label and A is a type
whose base prototype (abstra t lass in the terminology of
lass-based obje t-oriented languages) instantiates eld l to
a default value. A default value an also be some other
onstant expression besides a prototype. In that ase the
eld must be annotated by a type, unless type inferen e an
derive it. For example, the key eld ould be instantiated
by key := 0 :: INT, whi h an be abbreviated to key :=
0 due to type inferen e.
The base prototype of binary trees is Tree(A), whi h
simultaneously de nes the type Tree(A). The prototype is
de ned as the empty re ord, and the type orrelatively beomes de ned as the empty re ord type. Thus a prototype
and its type share the same name. This overloading serves
to make de nitions of algebrai data types more on ise.
We seek to maximize the role of type inferen e so that the
programmer needs to write type expressions as seldom as
possible. In the ase of prototype obje ts, the type an be
immediately inferred from the name of the obje t. Prototypes annot be referred to without name, so they are not
lightweight, to use a term urrent for re ords. Moreover, the
synta ti ontext always disambiguates whether a type or a
prototype is meant.
The EXTEND WITH operation is for inheritan e through
prototype extension, whi h is a form re ord extension that indu es a name-based subtyping relation on prototypes. One
may omit the WITH part, as in the de nition of Nil. The
prototypes Nil(A) and Bran h(A) inherit the elds of the
prototype Tree(A) and their default values. The prototype
Tree(A) has no elds, but there may of ourse be some in
the general ase. Furthermore, the subtype relationships

data T = C1 {f1,f2 :: Int}
| C2 {f1 :: Int,
f3,f4 :: Char}

the update expression C1 f1 = 3 means the same as C1 3
undefined. In the orresponding Shines de nition, all elds
3

4 Name-based pattern mat hing with subtyping

must be supplied with a default value.
T := <>;
C1 := EXTEND T
<f1 :=
f2 :=
C2 := EXTEND T
<f1 :=
f3 :=
f4 :=

A main sour e of the resilien e of fun tions in extending
data is that we ombine name-based de lared subtyping with
name-based mat hing that supports subtyping. The ount
fun tion is de ned in Shines as

WITH
0 :: INT,
0 :: INT>;
WITH
0 :: INT,
` ' :: CHAR,
` ' :: CHAR>;

ount(t) :=
MATCH t
ON Nil DO 0
ON Bran h.<t1 := left, t2 := right> DO
1 + ount(t1) + ount(t2)
END

The orresponding update expression C1.<f1 := 3>
means the same as C1.<f1 := 3, f2 := 0>, so Haskell's semanti al malformation is avoided by using prototypes. The
above Shines data type de nition also illustrates the use of
the primitive types INT and CHAR as eld types. Primitive
types are not prototypes, so the default values 0 and ` '
must be spe i ed expli itly. (All of the type annotations in
this example ould have been omitted in fa t, be ause type
inferen e an derive them.)
Returning now to our tree example, the expressions
Tree(A), Nil(A) and Bran h(A) on eived of as types are
names of re ord types, as follows.

The key eld is not mentioned, whi h is satisfa tory for
several reasons. First, it is irrelevant for ount. Se ond,
adding another eld that is irrelevant for ounting, like key2
in our example, prompts no hanges in the ode. It remains
resilient to su h data extensions. (We assume that t ontains no o urren es of the base prototype Tree(A), i.e. that
all nodes are of the form Nil or Bran h. An otherwise-arm
ould be added to the mat h to handle this default ase, but
this is left to the responsibility of the programmer.)
Name-based pattern mat hing on prototypes (or re ords)
is essential for a heiving this resilien e. Pattern mat hing on
ordinary datatypes as in SML and Haskell fails to be resilient
in this respe t, be ause they require an exhaustive list of
arguments to onstru tors. Name-based pattern mat hing
on re ords requires mentioning just the elds that are used
in the right hand side of the de nition, not an exhaustive
list. Our design thus provides a ertain amount of width
extensibility of data by allowing new elds to be added to a
variant of a data type without ne essitating the modi ation
of fun tions on the data that don't use the new data.
Our design also provides extensibility in the depth dimension in the form of subprototyping. A MATCH expression
need not provide an exhaustive list of variants for the s rutinized expression. It suÆ es that all variants of the data type
an be subsumed into the arms. Subtyping enables onsiderably more robust and resilient pattern mat hes than in
fun tional programming languages without it.
Not all extensions to data are possible without modifying fun tions, however. Adding a new variant to a data type
still for es the programmer to modify existing fun tions. Krishnamurti et al. (1998) get around this diÆ ulty as well,
but at the pri e of introdu ing extraneous omponents to
the data, to a omodate for possible future extensions by
new variants. We use weaker means, and a hieve somewhat
weaker results orrespondingly.
In our prototype-based version, the extended de nition
of bran h is

Tree(A)
= <>
Nil(A)
= <>
Bran h(A) = <key :: A,
left :: Tree(A),
right :: Tree(A)>

In virtue of subsumption and the indu ed subtyping
Tree(A) and Bran h(A) <: Tree(A), we also
have

Nil(A) <:

Nil(A) :: Tree(A)
Bran h(A) :: Tree(A)

The expressions Nil(A) and Bran h(A) stand for values
here, whereas Tree(A) stands for a type. This is be ause
of the overloading of prototype names: they an stand for
values as well as types. De lared subtyping between variants
of a data type appears also in O'Haskell (Nordlander 1998,
1999), but O'Haskell spe i es data types in other respe ts
like Haskell, i.e. by variant types rather than re ord types.
Our approa h makes use of subtyping to make the type
hierar hy more ne-grained than in fun tional languages
without subtyping. Nothing is lost, be ause of subsumption. Yet this provides more exibility and opportunities
for ode reuse. Be ause standard fun tional languages la k
subtyping, our approa h is blo ked in them. The main reason for the la k is that Hindley-Milner type inferen e is hard
to t together with polymorphi subtyping.
Obje tive Caml opts for expli it oer ions instead of (impli it) name-based subtyping as found in Shines, O'Haskell
or Java. Java la ks (parametri ally) polymprphi subtyping,
on the other hand.
Obviously, we an have neither stru tural subtyping nor
stru tural type equality, be ause nothing distinguishes between e.g. Tree(A) and Nil(A) on stru tural grounds. Instead, our subtype and type equality relations are indu ed
by inheritan e de larations, supplemented with the obvious
general rules for subtyping (re exivity, transitivity) and type
equality (re exivity, symmetry, transitivity).

Bran h(A) := EXTEND Tree(A) WITH
<key := A,
key2 := A,
left := Tree(A),
right := Tree(A)>

where the new eld key2 is of type A. The old ode for ount
is resilient. It works without hanges with the modi ed definition of trees.
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One might argue that the same ould be a hieved by
instantiating the type variable A to another value, a pair of
values of type A, making use of parametri polymorphism.
But the problem is more general. For example, we might just
as well want to add a third subtree to ea h bran h of a tree
for some other purpose, onverting binary trees into ternary
ones. No instan e of A would a ount for this situation in
a natural way. Moreover, even if a ertain modi ation to
trees ould be avoided by polymorphism, we do not want
to press the programmer to unnatural en odings that may
ensue thus in general.
To make the data type extension fully modular, we ould
de ne a subprototype NewBran h of Bran h instead of modifying the ode for Bran h.

br1 := Bran h(0)

Now Bran h(0) means the same as Bran h(INT).<key
:= 0> and has type Bran h(INT). The parameter A is thus

overloaded in the same way as prototype names are. It signies the type parameter of the prototype, but it also signi es
the default value of that type, whi h is used in the instantiation. This kind of overloading yields a pleasantly su in t
notation: we avoid writing the onsiderably more verbose
expression
br1 := Bran h(INT).<key := 0>

NewBran h(A) := EXTEND Bran h(A) WITH <key2 := A>

If the default values supplied at polymorphi prototype
instantiation are onstant expressions, they an be evaluated at ompile time. But also non- onstant expressions are
allowed. Their values are not determined until run time.
Thus we might de ne a fun tion

The fun tion ount would still be resilient to the extension.
This is be ause the new de laration implies that NewBran h
is a subtype of Bran h. The arm of ount for Bran h also
works for NewBran h as su h, due to the ombination of subtyping and name-based pattern mat hing on re ords. A
NewBran h expression mat hes a Bran h pattern in virtue
of subsumption.
This makes the order of patterns ru ial. The rst pattern that mat hes is hosen as is usual in fun tional languages, but the programmer also needs to take into a ount
that the mat h may be a e ted by subsumption. Thus if
a mat h expression has an arm for Bran h as well as for
NewBran h, the NewBran h arm must be pla ed rst in order
to be rea hable. If a base prototype is used as a pattern,
it is typi ally pla ed in the last arm, be ause all values of
the s rutinized type would mat h it. So it fun tions as an
otherwise- ase.
This kind of modular extension of datatypes in the depth
dimension, by new subprototypes, is hara teristi of obje toriented languages. It allows a form of stepwise data re nement that is la king in other kinds of languages.
We are not aware of other fun tional languages besides
Shines that have this kind of design for algebrai data types
and fun tions on them. O'Haskell (Nordlander 1998, 1999)
omes losest, be ause it has datatypes with name-based
subtyping and stepwise data re nement. But it does not
support the resilien e of fun tions on data types in the
present kind of situation where a datatype is extended by
new elds.

new_bran h(n) := Bran h(n)

for onstru ting a bran h with a given key n.

6 Multiple inheritan e
In ontrast to the standard approa h to algebrai data types
in fun tional programming, our approa h allows de nition
by multiple inheritan e. A new prototype may be de ned
by inheritan e from several distin t algebrai data types.
Multiple inheritan e is just simple prototype (or re ord)
on atenation unless eld names on i t. The on i t resolution rule is the same as with prototype extension. Our rule
is illustrated by the general multiple inheritan e situation
Proto1 := < ..., l := A, ...>;
Proto2 := < ..., l := B, ...>;
Proto := EXTEND Proto1, Proto2 WITH <...>;

Now Proto is de ned as the on atenation of the prototypes
Proto1 and Proto2 and an optional WITH part, whi h we now
assume not to ontain the eld l. The type of eld l in Proto
is A if A <: B, and B if B <: A. Otherwise an error results,
be ause the prototypes Proto1 and Proto2 have no unique
greatest ommon subtype. Any number of prototypes and
new elds may be on atenated by the EXTEND operator in
a prototype de nition.
Our rules for prototype extension (simple inheritan e)
and on atenation (multiple inheritan e) di er from those
of Nordlander (1998, 1999) for re ords, although in many
other respe ts our design is lose to his.
The prototype on atenation rule is justi ed as follows.
We regard algebrai data types as restri tions on values of
prototypes. Inheritan e aims at reusing ode, in luding type
information. Maximal reuse is a hieved by hoosing the
greatest ommon subtype of prototypes that are inherited, if
su h a type exists. This is be ause that type in ludes all the
restri tions imposed on all elds of the parent prototypes,
but nothing more.

5 Cloning values of algebrai data types
As in prototype-based obje t-oriented languages, new obje ts or values are reated by loning prototypes. Cloning a
prototype P is just assigning it as a value to a variable v,
v := P.< ..., l := b, ... >

possibly updating some of its elds to new values by bindings
of the form l := b. Here l is the name of a eld and b is
a value of appropriate type. When loning a prototype, any
number of its elds may be updated. Thus we might reate
a new binary tree value br1 from the Bran h(A) prototype,
by updating its key eld to a new value 0 instead of the
default value A in the de nition.
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Multiple inheritan e indu es multiple subtyping, so
Proto1 and Proto <: Proto2. It is these indu ed subtype relationships that require the stated onditions on greatest ommon subtypes, in order for multiple
inheritan e to be sound.
Here is an example from a tual ode of the Shines ompiler. It ontains the synta ti ategories Expr (expressions),
BinOp (binary operations), BoolExpr (boolean expressions),
and And (boolean onjun tions), represented by the prototypes (omitting parts that are irrelevant in this example):

f(x) :=
IF x.folded? THEN x
ELSE do_ f(re _ f(x)).<folded? := TRUE>;

Proto <:

Type
BoolType
Expr
BinOp
BoolExpr
And

re _ f(x) :=
MATCH x
ON Plus DO
x.<left := f(x.left),
right := f(x.right)>
OTHERWISE x
END;

:=
:=
:=
:=

<...>;
EXTEND Type WITH <...>;
<type := Type, ...>;
EXTEND Expr WITH
<left := Expr, right := Expr, ...>;
:= EXTEND Expr WITH <type := BoolType>;
:= EXTEND BinOp, BoolExpr;

do_ f(x) :=
MATCH x
ON Plus.<left = Int.<i := value>,
right = Int.<j := value>> DO
Int.<value := i + j>
ON Plus.<r := right = Int, l := left> DO
x.<left := r, right := l>
ON Plus.<left = Int.<value = 0>,
r := right> DO
r
ON Plus.<left = Int.<i := value>,
right = Plus.<left = Int.<j := value>,
rr := right>> DO
Plus.<left := Int.<value := i+j>,
right := rr>
ON Plus.<left = Plus.<lli := left = Int,
lr := right>,
r := right> DO
Plus.<left := lli,
right := Plus.<left := lr,
right := r>>
ON Plus.<l := left,
right = Plus.<rli := left = Int,
rr := right>> DO
Plus.<left := rli,
right := Plus.<left := l,
right := rr>>
OTHERWISE x
END;

The rst two de nitions determine that BoolType inherits from Type. Now BinOp inherits the value Type for its
type eld from Expr, whereas BoolExpr overrides this value
by BoolType. This is be ause BoolType is a subtype of Type.
Finally, And multiply inherits from BinOp and BoolExpr so
that it inherits a left eld and a right eld from BinOp,
but a type eld from BoolExpr.
This is an example of the utility of our rule of multiple
inheritan e for the programmer. If any rule based on order
of the multiply inherited prototypes were used, the programmer would not be able to inherit some elds from one parent,
and other elds from another parent in a situation where the
names of the inherited elds on i t.
For situations where the programmer wants to expli itly
override a eld de ned in the parents, he may for e a eld
to have a ertain type. Continuing our example involving
Proto1 and Proto2, he may de ne
Proto := EXTEND Proto1, Proto2 WITH <l := C>

to for e eld l to have type C in Proto. This requires
that C <: A and C <: B, so that the indu ed subtype
relationships Proto <: Proto1 and Proto <: Proto2 beome sound. If these onditions do not hold, an error results.

Some explanations are in order on the patterns used here.
The = symbol means equality testing, whereas the symbol :=
signi es binding of a value to a variable. Thus the rst arm
of the mat h in do_ f tests if the expression is loned from
the Plus prototype or its des endants; and if so, whether its
left and right elds are loned from the Int prototype or
its des endants; and if so, the values of the respe tive value
elds are bound to the variables i and j.
The above fun tions perform onstant folding in an expression by transforming the expression re ursively. Fun tion do_ f(x) mat hes the expression to a pattern and performs a transformation a ording to the pattern.
Below is the list of patterns used in do_ f(). The rst,
third, and fourth rule perform the a tual addition of onstants, the other rules move integer onstants together upwards and leftwards in the syntax tree, and the last rule is
the default when no onstant folding an be done.

7 Programming example
We now give a more substantial programming example in
Shines. It is a fragment of ode from the Shines ompiler
that folds onstants.
Expr := <folded? := FALSE>;
Var := EXTEND Expr WITH <name := "x">;
Plus := EXTEND Expr WITH
<left := Expr, right := Expr>;
Constant := EXTEND Expr WITH <value := 0>;

1.

Int := EXTEND Constant;

2.

Symbol := EXTEND Constant WITH <name := "Pi">;

3.
6

! int
x + int ! int + x
0+x ! x

int

+ int

4.

int

+ (int + x)

5. (int + x) + y
6.

x

7.

x

+ (int + y )

!x

! int + x
! int + (x + y)
! int + (x + y)

...,
ln :: Tn}>
S

E

8 Formal syntax and typing rules
Now we present the formal syntax and typing rules of our
language design. It is an extension of the standard HindleyMilner type system for prototypes. Prototypes are just
named re ords, so our rules are for a system of fun tions
and re ords. The literature abounds with similar al uli,
so we do not provide lengthy explanations or arguments.
There is very little new on the formal level: only the rules
for re ord extension seem to be without pre edent in the
literature. The subtyping relation for re ords is name-based
rather than stru tural, whi h stands in ontrast to the majority of works on subtyping re ords.
Our main ontribution is not so mu h in these formal
rules, but in the way named re ords and name-based subtyping are used for de ning extensible algebrai datatypes
and fun tions by pattern mat hing on them. Therefore we
refer to Nordlander (1998, 1999) for the formal properties
of the al ulus and other further information regarding the
rules. We dire tly apply his results and his polymorphi
subtype inferen e algorithm in our work.
We omit the treatment of onstant terms and primitive
onstant types for brevity.

::=
|
|
|
|
|
|

x
e(e')
\(x)e
e.l
LET x := e IN e'
P
P(e1, ..., en)

|
|
r

P

::=

e.<l := e'>
r

T <: T

(TRANS)

Ai <: Bi
Bj <: Aj
(for all i in ov(P))
(for all j in ontrav(P))
__________________________________________________
P(A1, ..., An) <: P(B1, ..., Bn)
(DEPTH)

Here the sets ov(P) and ontrav(P) ontain the indi es
for ovariant and ontravariant argument pla es of P, respe tively. These an be inferred from the prototype de larations exa tly the way Nordlander (1998, 1999) does for
re ord types. We furthermore adopt Nordlander's rule

variable
appli ation
abstra tion
proje tion
lo al definition
prototype name
instan e of
polymorphi
prototype
update
re ord

T <: U
________________
sub(T) <: sub(U)

(CONST)

for instantiating subtyping axioms derived from prototype
de larations with a substitution sub.
And nally, there is a rule for subsumption.
E |- e :: T
T <: U
______________________
E |- e :: U

identifier

(SUB)

8.4 Typing rules
E, x :: S |- x :: S (VAR)

8.2 Type syntax
X
P
P(X1, ..., Xn)
<l1 :: T1,

type environment

(REFL)

T <: U
U <: V
_______________
T <: V

The urly bra es indi ate optional onstituents.
Repeated appli ation, abstra tion, lo al de nition and
update an be de ned straightforwardly from these rules.

T, U, V ::=
|
|
|

x1 :: S1,
...,
xn :: Sn

type s heme

We present the subtyping rules before the typing rules, beause the rules for re ord extension presuppose them.

<l1 := e1 {:: T1},
...,
ln := en {:: Tn}>

::= id

::=

(forall X1,
...,
Xn)T

8.3 Subtyping rules

8.1 Term syntax
e

::=

variable
prototype name
polymorphi prototype
re ord type
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The notation E, x :: S here means the same as the union
E U fx :: Sg.
E |- e :: T -> U
E |- e' :: T
__________________________________

(APP)

E |-

e(e') : U

E, x :: T |- e :: U
_____________________
E |- \(x)e :: T -> U

E |- e' :: U
U <: Ti
(i in {1..n})
__________________________________________________
E |- r ++ <li := e' :: U> ::
(EXTEND2)
<l1 :: T1, ..., li :: U, ..., ln :: Tn>

(ABS)

E |- e :: S
E, x :: S |- e' :: T
___________________________________
E |- LET x := e IN e' :: T

This rule has an asso iated equality rule for omputing the
value of the re ord formed by extension:

(LET)

E |- e :: T (X1, ..., Xn not in fv(E))
________________________________________
E |- e :: (forall X1, ..., Xn)T

r ++ <li := e' :: U>
=
<l1 := e1 :: T1,
...,
li := e' :: U,
...,
ln := en :: Tn>

(GEN)

Noti e the premise that the type of the extending eld
must be a subtype of the overridden eld. This is alled
method spe ialization on override in obje t-oriented languages (see Abadi and Cardelli 1996, se . 2.7). Also the
type of the resulting prototype is spe ialized, whi h an be
ompared to what Abadi and Cardelli all the silent spe ialization of the type of self. (Overriding means the same as
updating.)
In ontrast to the al ulus of Abadi and Cardelli, our
system allows the type of elds to be spe ialized on override always, whether they are fun tions or not. Class-based
obje t-oriented languages generally do not allow eld speialization but allow method spe ialization, be ause elds
an be updated but methods annot. Abadi and Cardelli
allow also methods to be updated, so neither eld or method
spe ialization is allowed on override in their al ulus. Their
al ulus is based on prototypes rather than lasses, like ours.
Abandoning self and late binding gives more generality for
us.
The third extension rule a ounts for the ase where the
extending eld has larger type than the orresponding eld
in the re ord to be extended. In this ase, the extending
eld does not override the inherited one.

Here fv(E) means the set of free type variables in E.
E |- e :: (forall X1, ..., Xn)T
_______________________________________
E |- e :: [U1, ..., Un / X1, ..., Xn℄T

(INST)

Then ome the rules for prototypes or re ords. First,
there is a rule for prototype or re ord onstru tion.
E |- e1 :: T1 ...
E |- en :: Tn (PROTO)
_____________________________________________
E |- <l1 := e1 :: T1, ..., ln := en :: Tn> ::
<l1 :: T1, ..., ln :: Tn>

Here the eld labels l1, . . . , ln must be distin t. The order
of elds is not signi ant.
There are three rules of re ord extension. The rst one
allows extension in the simple ase with no eld name oni ts.
E |- r :: <l1 :: T1, ..., ln :: Tn>
E |- e :: T
__________________________________________________
E |- r ++ <l := e :: T> ::
(EXTEND1)
<l1 :: T1, ..., ln :: Tn, l :: T>

E |- r :: <l1 :: T1, ..., ln :: Tn>
E |- e' :: U Ti <: U (i in {1..n})
_______________________________________
E |- r ++ <li := e' :: U> :: (EXTEND3)
<l1 :: T1, ..., ln :: Tn>

Here the label l must not o ur in fl1, ..., lng. Asso iated to this rule, there is an equality rule for omputing the
value of the extension:

Also this extension rule has an asso iated equality rule.
r ++ <li := e' :: U> = r

One may wonder why the last extension rule is needed at
all, be ause it seems to do nothing. It is needed for de ning
a form of re ord on atenation from re ord extension that
allows elds with on i ting names to be inherited from different parents, in a way that the eld with the smaller type
is always inherited.
These rules for re ord extension seem to be a novelty,
in that they have a subtyping ondition on the extension
that allows the ri h form of multiple inheritan e des ribed
in Se tion 6.
Prototypes also have the following standard proje tion
rule, whi h sele ts a eld.

<l1 := e1 :: T1, ..., ln := en :: Tn> ++
<l := e :: T>
=
<l1 := e1 :: T1, ..., ln := en :: Tn, l := e :: T>

The se ond rule is for overriding a eld with one of smaller
(or equal) type.
E |- r = <l1 := e1 :: T1, ..., ln := en :: Tn> ::
<l1 :: T1, ..., ln :: Tn>
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E |- r :: <l1 :: T1, ..., ln :: Tn> (i in {i..n})
___________________________________________________
E |- r.li :: Ti
(PROJ)

T := T1 ++ ... ++ Tm ++
<l1 := e1 :: U1, ln := en :: Un>

and de lares the subtype relationships

Proje tion has the asso iated equality rule:

T <: T1,
...,
T <: Tm

<l1 := e1 :: T1, ..., ln := en :: Tn>.li := ei

We overload the symbol ++ by using it for both extension and on atenation, be ause extension is on atenation
with a re ord of one eld. Con atenation an be de ned
straightforwardly in terms of extension in our system:

As usual in fun tional programming, the elds of our
prototypes may be fun tions. In ontrast to obje t-oriented
programming, where method extra tion is not sound (Abadi
and Cardelli 1996), fun tion elds an be soundly extra ted
from our prototypes by ordinary re ord proje tion. Again,
our la k of self and late binding provide some additional
generality ompared to obje t-oriented languages. Our prototype proje tion rule thus overs both eld sele tion and
method invo ation in obje t oriented terms.
Updating a prototype follows the rule:

r ++ <l1 := e1 :: T1, ..., ln := en :: Tn>
=
(...(r ++ <l1 := e1 :: T1>)
++ ...
++ <ln := en :: Tn>)

Con atenation is symmetri : r1 ++ r2 = r2 ++ r1.
The typing rules are relative to a subtyping theory in the
sense of Nordlander (1998, 1999), whi h is the re exive and
transitive losure of the subtyping axioms indu ed by the
prototype de larations. The re ord labels in Nordlander's
system (and in Haskell) have global s ope, whi h onsumes
name spa e in a nonsatisfa tory way. Our eld names, in
ontrast, are relative to the name of the prototype in whose
de laration they appear.

E |- r = <l1 := e1 :: T1, ..., ln := en :: Tn> ::
<l1 :: T1, ..., ln :: Tn>
E |- e' :: U
U <: Ti (i in {i..n})
_________________________________________________
E |- r.<li := e'> ::
(UPDATE)
<l1 :: T1, ..., li :: U, ..., ln :: Tn>

Note that this rule is almost identi al to the rule (EXTEND2).
However, update annot be redu ed to extension, be ause
extension is type orre t even if the type of e' is greater
than the type of li. The rule (EXTEND3) just does nothing
in that ase, but the orresponding update attempt must
not be type orre t.
Asso iated with the update rule is an equality rule that
determines the value of the updated re ord.

9 Con lusion and related work
We have presented a design for fun tional languages that
in orporates some features of obje t-oriented languages to
support ode extension. Comparisons were made primarily
to O'Haskell and Haskell. One ould also ompare to obje toriented languages, but our proposal is in the domain of
fun tional languages be ause it does not employ the devi es
of self or dynami dispat h.
Jones and Peyton Jones (1999) propose an alternative
re ord system to that of Haskell 98, based on lightweight
extensible re ords. Our re ords are not lightweight but delared, be ause their point is to support name-based mat hing that lends our design the resilien e of fun tions with
respe t to data extension. Our re ords are extensible as
well, but in a more general manner than those of Jones
and Peyton-Jones, be ause our re ords allow on atenation
rather than mere extension. Furthermore, the on atenation
is based on subtyping, and indu es subtype de larations, in
ontrast to the system of Jones and Peyton-Jones.
In some languages (e.g. Obje tive Caml), a form of
re ord polymorphism is a hieved by means of row variables
(see e.g. Remy 1991), but row polymorphism is di erent
from subtype polymorphism proper. O'Haskell has subtype
polymorphism, but it has no pattern mat hing for re ords
that supports subtyping. Row polymorphism is losely related to subtype polymorphism, and more spe i ally stru tural subtype polymorphism. This is be ause mat hes are
done on the basis of elds that at least must be present in
the s rutinized re ord expression, rather than on the basis
of de lared re ord names. Our approa h, in ontrast, uses
name-based mat hing and subtyping.

e.<li := e'>
=
<l1 := e1 :: T1,
...,
li := e' :: Ti,
...,
ln := en :: Tn>

Mat h expressions are ompiled to de ision trees as usual
in fun tional languages, so we do not give primitive rules for
them.

8.5 Prototype de nitions
The on rete Shines syntax
T

::=

EXTEND T1, ..., Tm
{ WITH <l1 := e1 {:: U1},
...,
ln := en {:: Un}> }

orresponds to the rule syntax
9

Jones and Peyton-Jones (1999) also use row polymorphism for re ords. Our proposal, on the other hand, uses ordinary de lared subtype polymorphism and pattern mat hing that supports it. Row polymorphism and the Extensible Visitor design pattern introdu ed by Krishnamurti et al.
(1998) share a ertain te hnique: A form of polymorphism
is a hieved by introdu ing variables that may later be used
to extend a data stru ture by instantiation. A related notion of extending data was alluded to in Se tion 4 above, in
the (unsatisfa tory) idea of extending data of a polymorphi
type by instantiating a polymorphi variable appropriately.
Adding extra variables in data to support future extensions
introdu es an extraneous element to the data. We opt for
the kind of subtype polymorphism used e.g. in Java.
Obje tive Caml uses expli it oer ions instead of (impli it) subtyping, and does not relate subtyping to inheritan e. Our design is like O'Haskell and Java in basing
subtyping on inheritan e. This makes subtyping mu h less
umbersome to use.
Our proposal aims at a hieving as mu h modular ode
extensibility as possible without anything extraneous to the
data and fun tions on it that we are interested in. We
have sought to fuse into a oherent design the kind of subtype polymorphism o ered by obje t-oriented languages like
Java, and the kind of parametri polymorphism and higherorder fun tions de ned by pattern mat hing on algebrai
data types o ered by SML and Haskell.
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